Abstract: This article focuses on the complex negotiations of critical workplace educators positioned amongst contradictory agendas and discourses in the workplace. While philosophically aligned with critical pedagogical agendas of transformation and collective action for workplace change, these educators perform an array of pedagogic articulations in everyday practice to secure their continued presence in the workplace. What becomes evident in these seemingly opposing articulations are various strategic political positionings of educators alongside their juggling of demands, attachments and inter-identifications with both learners and managers. The pedagogy that emerges challenges conventional binaries of 'transformative' and 'reproductive' learning. Dynamics of transformation and liberation as well as reproduction and subjugation appear to be interlinked, along with expanding nets of social relations that blur power hierarchies and spatial boundaries, in a pedagogy that ultimately appears to mobilise hope and agency among workers. The workplace educator works a delicate balance of these dynamics to survive. The argument is based on a case study of a garment factory in Canada in which an adult education programme managed to thrive for 17 years: both workers and educators were interviewed in depth.
Garment work in Canada has shifted across regions and decades since the early 20 th century in its conditions of work, skill demands of workers, regulatory protection and income structures. These changes have been influenced by a variety of confluencing factors: changing technologies in both equipment and processes (such as time-task engineering); the extent and nature of union presence in factories; and globalisation. All of these factors were reflected powerfully in the workers' stories of conditions and experiences at JeansCo. Most were immigrant women who had labored in this plant for periods of 10-30 years, supporting extended families, and working through issues of cultural adjustment, health and family. The work itself was difficult:
fragmented, highly regulated and high-pressure piecework reducing the body to a set of limited machinelike motions. Workers often introduced themselves according to their task: 'I'm front pocket', 'I'm inseam'.
The plant sponsored English language learning classes, conducted by externally contracted educators led by an adult educator who characterised them as 'change agents' interested in 'transformative learning' drawing from Freirian pedagogy 1 . As we progressed in the study and its analysis, certain internal contradictions became evident within both the educators' approaches to these classes, and the outcomes reported by the workers. We became interested in particular in the educators' complex negotiations of contradictory discourses and agendas in their conduct of the classes, and the educators' expanded roles in factory life. We also became interested in the emergent character of the curricula that, in the hands of these educators, expanded to something far beyond the remit of providing basic English training to workers, embracing elements of both critical liberatory education while reinforcing certain systemic structures of the plant. While there is nothing new about the fact that workplace educators must 1 While many accounts now exist of just what comprises 'Freirian' pedagogy, typically this phrase refers to literacy pedagogy developed by Paulo Freire that emphasises dialogue as learners working with each other, praxis or informed action to make a difference in the world, conscientization or consciousness of having power to transform reality, and situating educational activity in the lived experience of participants (Taylor, 1993) .
walk a fine line in profit-making organisations to ensure their continued presence and the survival of their programmes, it is useful to examine the nature of this tightrope walk as a pedagogical practice. This article examines two interrelated dynamics: (1) the negotiations of the adult educators in conducting workplace education; and (2) the complex character of the pedagogy and learning described by both educators and their students, the garment workerlearners. This educational approach is neither critical in the traditional sense of critical pedagogy nor reproductive of gendered, hierarchical relations as are some English workplace programmes (Harper 1996 ), yet appears to have promoted critical learning, voice and solidarity among the workers.
Critical Education and Language Learning in the Workplace
Critical adult learning theorists aligned with Marxist perspectives (Allman 2001; Holst 2002 ) position education as a site for revolutionary social transformation, e.g. to abolish capitalism and liberate workers from exchange relations, through participatory dialogues in dialectic with collective action. In this view, critical learning within capitalist institutions such as the workplace is completely untenable, for what emerges would always be a domesticated shadow of critical struggles against oppression, exploitation and inequity. But others argue that greater equity and democracy can be wrought in the workplace itself through critical education. Brookfield's (2001:5) concern is 'to reconfigure the workplace as a site for the exercise of human creativity'; a project requiring a 'defensive flexibility' and 'a self-critical, self-referential stance'. Thus criticality remains flexible and responsive to its (workplace) circumstances, neither establishing a new orthodoxy nor neglecting reflexivity. Welton (1995) also promotes a vision for 'developmental' workplaces, though rooted somewhat differently in Habermasian ideals where learning is 'extension of communicative action into systemic domains' (Welton 1995: 144 Traditional gendered identities and hierarchical workplace relations can actually be reinforced through the language practices workers learn, as Harper (1996) shows in her study of an English-in-the-Workplace programme for immigrant women employed as garment workers.
Harper locates one problem in the 'personal' focus of the pedagogy, and calls for more critical pedagogical approaches to provoke workers' sense of their rights and conditions. In contrast is
Gallo's study of a 'learner centred workplace literacy programme' based on learner-generated photos and stories to analyse their experiences in adapting to and changing their work environments. Gallo (2002) (Fenwick 2004 ).
What also is well-acknowledged is that workplace education cannot be contained, as though it lives only in a formally designated class setting. Learning spaces flourish in and cross over all sorts of discursive and material practices in the work environment: there is no clear boundary between social, work and learning space (Solomon, Boud and Rooney, 2006) .
Arguably, this would be especially so for language learning in the workplace, which can be presumed to permeate work practices, social interactions, and the frequent overlap between them. And as for the critical intent within these intersecting spaces, Brookfield ( 
Research Methods
The case study was precipitated by the impending closure of JeansCo in western Canada, some preferred to be interviewed onsite at JeansCo. We asked educators to describe the programme and its choices, as well as their personal challenges, strategies, and experiences at JeansCo. Worker participants were asked to describe their work activities and conditions as these changed over time, their relationships with other workers, and their experiences in union and educational activities. Most of the women interviewed had been employed as sewing machine operators, though some had also been supervisors or had taken roles in union activities: the men interviewed had worked as cutters. All interviews were tape recorded and fully transcribed, then analysed inductively and interpretively to generate themes. In addition to the interviews, documents and artifacts were also collected: historical records, photos, advertisements and garment products. Observation and film footage was recorded of the plants' operations before it shut down. While the overall project addressed a range of questions related to labor history, garment work and immigrant women's labour, the particular concerns of this article are restricted to adult educators' and workers' narratives related to the language programme.
JeansCo and the Garment Industry
Arguments about work learning and education, as Edwards and Nicoll (2004) have emphasised, need to be carefully situated in particular workplaces to examine how pedagogies are embedded in particular space-time arrangements. Education in the garment industry is especially important to contextualise, because a range of historical processes and globalisation patterns have constructed labour conditions that rank among the most exploitive imaginable.
Workers in Canada's garment industry traditionally have been mostly women (76%), about 50% being immigrants (Ng, 2002) . Many argue that in the garment industry in particular, the category of 'immigrant women' has served to commodify them to employers, reinforcing their class position in providing cheap, docile labour to the state in exploitive conditions often permeated with racism and sexism (Gannage 1999; Ng 1996) . Thus garment factories have relied on low wages and pools of cheap labour to ensure their competitive advantage. Women typically are relegated to the lowest-paying, supposedly unskilled jobs -as sewing machine operators and pressers. Yanz et al. (1999) show that many garment factories became unionised in the midtwentieth century to offer stable employment, decent wages and working conditions. However globalisation brought a widespread closure of these plants in the 1990s, with a loss of 33,000 jobs in Canada 1989-1993. Studies conducted by Ng (2002) , Mirchandani (2002) and others have raised urgent concern over the low wages, isolation, and exploitation of these women and the web of market relations that ensures their continued oppression: 'We will thus see the increasing use of sweatshops and homebased work, as manufacturers and jobbers compete in the international market for garment production.... Canadian garment workers will face increasingly similar working and living conditions as their third world counterparts' (Ng 2002: 79 conditions were sometimes difficult, they felt grateful to be paid more than they could expect in any other job, given their lack of English. Workers also, almost unanimously, viewed the plant and instructors as a 'family': they valued the company social gatherings, charity work, and described close friendships with co-workers. Most women had laboured at the plant for 15 to 35 years, some performing the same task (such as sewing a buttonhole) for years at a time. an average of 50-60 worker-learners were enrolled with over 60% of JeansCo garment workers completing at least one class session. Most worker-learners were women, as were the majority of plant workers.
All of the educators professed a philosophy of English language education aligned with
Freirian approaches, to the extent that they strove to develop a dialogic pedagogy based on events and objects derived from the learners' own lives and work, from which not only language learning but also participatory action would be promoted. Topics in the programme included health, family and work problems brought by participants, and news and civic issues. As well, JeansCo staff requested that classes address new work policies (e.g. safety) or activities like completing repair cards and reporting accidents. The evaluation system was based on learner interviews to determine the impact of the classes on their lives. Catherine emphasised, 'We weren't a package. We were an organic thing that had a life of its own and all of us were affected by this thing'. The educators found themselves integrated into learners' lives and company activities such as volunteer projects and picnics.
Outcomes of the Language Education Programme: Variations in Criticality
According to the four educators Catherine, Joan, Marg and Hermione, these learner interviews and their own observations revealed a number of unanticipated benefits of the workplace English programme.
Increased participation
Impact on families was first, in that parents could understand their kids and began going to the schools for parent-teacher interviews, taking messages on the phone and making doctor's appointments. Joan tells a story of one woman's excitement when she was able to navigate the light-rail transit for the first time, asking the right questions to get to the right trains. Educators and workers frequently referred to the personal confidence that learners developed. Marg recalled 'One woman said her life had changed because of the classes, being more open, not being so narrow and .... caring about other people and that kind of thing... One woman said her husband had been told by different men at the plant, you have to be careful of those Levi women because they're very strong women'. Fu, a sewing machine operator who remained in the programme for over 5 years, said 'Since I went to learn English that I learned, I know a lot more things. It helped me to become more ambitious' (Fu). Along with confidence, learners accumulated health and civic information that enabled even broader participation:
They had questions about you know, what's this pap smear thing we're supposed to get every year and why should we get a mammogram? And they, they brought personal things about their families and their fears, their concerns, so ... there was a great deal of information giving about the community, about the country. When it was election time we bent over backwards trying to get all the information about the different parties and we had a mock election... (Catherine) Catherine noted that when learners went to vote in the actual provincial election, most said they voted for the reigning conservative party that had cut so many social programmes directly impacting them. Why? Because it was the 'middle way', they explained: rocking the boat or resisting the dominant power is undesirable. So while the programme certainly encouraged learners to participate more widely in their communities and society, most did so to adapt to the prevailing structures.
Self-sufficiency and solidarity
Because the programme integrated a wide range of practical information according to what emerged, worker-learners became more self-sufficient: 'They taught you about work things. Teach you how to talk, how to repair the sewing machine, how to write, they wanted you to learn things' (Jia, garment worker). The worker-learners' increased participation affected social relations in the workplace, according a new status to those taking the language classes from other workers:
A lot of the people whose English got better they would interpret for problems at the plant and things like that. As so there was a respect of people in the English classes. They would be used by other employees to get the real message from union meetings.... (Sushila, garment worker) Educators believed, too, that the language programme helped foster solidarity among worker-learners. Ethnic groups which often did not mix on the plant floor or on lunch breaks were mixed together in language classes, where time was spent getting to know one another.
Joan believed that because individual workers often had to miss classes to work overtime, a 'collaborative curriculum' developed where 'there was a cooperation among all the learners ... learners participated when they could, caught up when they had to miss, everyone took responsibility'. At the confluence of worker-learners' increased confidence, status, participation in everyday workplace communication and, for some, new participation in union activities, they began to challenge certain practices. Hermione recalled, 'One of the supervisors said, oh, they're getting lippy ... the workers, because they could talk now'. Magda, a garment worker, explained:
As people learned that they had more rights, they stand up more to their supervisors. -'Listen, if you don't help me' -like talking to a supervisor -'I can go and talk to management'. It was a learning process, and then they would teach their friends. They got more and more confident. 'Suggestion box' was a pedagogic activity where workers framed a workplace issue and proposed solution in written English. When they read and discussed these issues together, common problems would emerge. Then they would take a couple of classes to role play approaching a staff person about the issue. Once, Joan recalled, the issue was so important that the general manager wanted to meet the people who raised it. With coaching, those women did so: 'They were scared at first, but they had the courage . . . the whole class celebrated'. The workers' involvement in abolishing piecework pay was also considered an indirect outcome of the language learning programme. Catherine explained,
The workers had enough English to understand negotiating a process to get off piece work onto wage employment which was a hugely freeing thing for the women... I was told by the HR people that this change would not have come about if it weren't for the English classes.
Limited criticality
So while the dialogic, emergent education programme appeared to play a substantial role in helping increase workers' overall understanding of and participation in workplace, community and family activities, the critical nature of this participation appears to be limited. Worker interviewees demonstrated an awareness of their rights, strength in cooperation, and sense of worth developed through the classes and the new forms of their workplace participation enabled by the classes. They challenged some local issues, although focused this challenge on their immediate supervisors, and they participated with union assistance to change wage policies.
However, workers never criticised JeansCo management, even when the plant announced sudden closure. In fact, interviewees told us many workers were crying not at the loss of their jobs, but at the loss of their community, their 'family': 'that was my second home, you know' (Ling, garment worker). Workers defended management's decision to close, and asked researchers to delete from our report the critique of JeansCo's offshoring of their jobs to Haiti sweatshops. Yet assessment of the programme's criticality must consider the cultural issues and personal histories of persecution influencing some immigrant workers' learning and critical participation, such as those prescribing a 'middle way'. What surely can be considered as part of workers' critical learning influenced by the classes was their increased capacity to act, individually and collectively, on behalf of their own interests. When asked to summarise important programme outcomes, Hermione said, 'There's a tremendous sense of um, centeredness, you know,
[workers'] know where they are, they know where they're going'.
Adult Educators Negotiating the Workplace
That the language education programme survived for 17 years and for 14 years without any funding outside the company is notable. That it managed to do so as a wide-ranging adult education programme in health and family issues, as well as helping learners develop confidence and strategies to confront supervisors, is remarkable.
Inside outsiders
Educators seemed to be walking different lines separating workers from managers, learner needs from company demands, rule and role compliance from resistance, and inside from outside the company community. The educators insisted on remaining independent contractors to maintain 'credibility in the eyes of the learners': 'our loyalties were ours to define' (Marg, educator). But educators also were invited to, and eventually became organisers and volunteers in, company socials and community projects. The educators also became immersed in the workers' lives, developing long friendships with families and attending weddings and family events. Catherine continued to meet monthly with worker-learners after the plant closure to discuss labour concerns and provide support in job-finding. In many ways the educators became inter-identified with the learners, as sisters in solidarity:
I feel that these women in some way live in me and I in some way live in them. And there's a sisterhood . . . there is a sense that it's not just about being a teacher and a student. We're a group of women and life has brought us into different context but we honour and appreciate one another for who we are. (Catherine, educator)
Educators as company and union resources
At the same time as they focused classes on learners' stories and questions, the educators saw themselves as 'definite resources for the company', transmitting to the workers policies and information: 'anything that the plant wanted communicated' (Catherine). And, educators tried to ensure that they balanced the union's needs, using the collective agreement as a resource and encouraging workers to attend union meetings. Juggling of materials was continuous, but it was in juggling interests that the educators entered trickier negotiations. For example, as workerlearners became emboldened to name problems in their workplace, they would bring to class particular conflicts with supervisors or grievances about unfair practices. Sometimes the educators would help learners problem-solve in ways to respect the hierarchy and maintain peace, not confront problematic structures: 'well, this is a better way to deal with it rather than getting angry and upset, you know' (Hermione, educator). But at times, educators took up issues directly with managers that learners raised in class:
We had to be very, very careful about that ... because we could (a) get into a lot of trouble yourself and (b) you're representing the company so you can't sort of side with the, you know 'these guys are bad'. Cause that just wasn't tolerated, you just didn't do that.
(Hermione, educator)
Tensions
One outfall was tension among supervisors concerned about 'lippy' workers: 'some of them didn't trust the English classes' (Hermione). In fact, educators found some supervisors unhappy at worker-learners' new abilities such as filling out repair cards. Joan claimed that 'We were on both sides of the camp', and that much of the educators' success in negotiating these tensions was due to the program coordinator, Marg, who had 'incredible, incredible skills ... manoeuvring those situations so that nobody is defensive' and 'was a large part of the activation of really good ideas' (Joan, educator).
Overtime ( ...like a tightrope walker and you try your best to serve the interests of the individuals that are in the class, the company and the union and you try to keep those things in balance and if you're good you can and I -I can't say that I've ever fallen off the tightrope. Well, come really close (laughs).
Concluding Remarks
In this exploration of how educators negotiate different discourses and agendas in the workplace and the character of the pedagogy that emerges, some interesting contradictions are evident. The educators perceived themselves as change agents fostering critical, even transformative, learning. Notions of critical workplace education, as the earlier discussion showed, adopt varying hues and intensities. Summarising these, Antonacopoulou (1999) advocates providing voice for the repressed and marginalised, exposing assumptions and values, revealing the use of power and control, and challenging inequities and sacrifices made in the name of efficiency, effectiveness and profitability, through a self-reflexive critique of rhetoric, tradition, authority, objectivity. Against these criteria, the language education program at JeansCo perhaps falls short of challenging core structures and awakening workers to the dynamics of labour process and globalisation that sustained their exploitation by and dependence on the employer they perceived so benevolently.
Yet over time, the workplace programme achieved important outcomes that arguably are foundational to more radical outcomes of exposing power and challenging inequities. According to both educators and workers the programme fostered worker-learners' sense of rights and selfworth, communicative capacities and confidence to express these, and cooperative links that cut across ethnic groupings. Some class participants exercised voice and found ways to challenge local unfair practices, supported by the language programme. Some collective solidarity formed, along with a strong sociality of friendship, interconnection, and mutual support. This sociality was critical for women confronting the daunting dilemmas of adapting to Canadian society as non-English speaking immigrants, many with limited formal education. The sociality existed alongside and in some ways offset the fragmentation of work tasks, isolation and competition induced with focus on speed of production. Worker-learners also developed a mutual dependence on one another, not just their employer, for broader learning about health, family, and everyday survival strategies. Perhaps most important, these sites offered a legitimate temporal and relational space of renewal and rest from the mechanised rush of machine work and the relentless after-hours domestic labour awaiting them: a space where they could reclaim the natural abilities of the human being to think, to create, to laugh. ... So they loved it when something funny would happen. They loved to be able to vent when they were upset about something that had happened during the day and a lot of that went on. But it was a, it was a sharing time ... all during the day they were push, push, push, push, then they'd go home ... and cook dinner and do laundry ... and so they were tired. But that was precious time that they could sit down with one another and laugh and talk and be. Overall, these results concur with Mirchandani et al. (2002) , that there is not a clear either-or distinguishing transformative and reproductive learning, but unexpected continuities and disjunctures between them. While Mirchandani's study examines ICT learning of women immigrant garment workers, the language learning at JeansCo reflects similar blurring and complexity. As Catherine suggests, 'The real question was what difference are these classes making in people's lives, how are their lives better because they're participating in the English class?' Worker-learners developed distinct identities, confidence, ambition and pride, while they learned subjugations like following company rules, respecting managerial hierarchies, and managing their anger over unfair practices. Yet they also learned to find spaces and strategies to confront and resist oppression to a limited extent with minimal cost to their livelihood and safety.
Finally, they achieved recognition from supervisors, family members, themselves and one other as being actors in communities, not bodies welded to machines.
A key to this learning and, for some workers, development of full literacy, seemed to be the longevity of the programme and its continuing support by JeansCo. Material support was linked with varying degrees of emotional and relational support on the part of managers and union. To secure this critical support, workplace educators perform an array of pedagogic articulations in everyday practice. What becomes evident in these seemingly opposing articulations are various strategic political positionings of educators alongside their juggling of demands, pedagogic agendas, and attachments with both learners and managers. Sometimes tightrope walker and other times solidarity sister, the workplace educator juggles on a delicate balance of these dynamics to survive and sustain the programme. The pedagogy that emerges challenges conventional binaries of 'transformative' and 'reproductive' learning, for dynamics of transformation and liberation as well as reproduction and subjugation appear to be interlinked, along with expanding nets of social relations that blur power hierarchies and spatial boundaries, in a pedagogy that ultimately appears to mobilise hope and agency among workers.
